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/ BUILDING A CONTEXT OF EXPERIENCE:
COMMUNICATION AUDITS TO TEACH COMMUNICATION CONCEPTS

One of the abiding challenges for teachers of communication is to fit

the principles and practices they teach into a context of "real world"

experience, Nowhere is this challenga more keen than in the areas of busi-

,

ness and organizational communication, where undergraduates rarely have the

kinds of relevant experiences they bring to a course in, say, interpersonal

or mass communication. Most instructors do what they can to contextualize

A
communication concepts by recounting illustrative personal experiences; by

assigping case studies for reading and discussion; or by havihk students

participate in simula. :ons, role plays, and games. But few of these methods ?
1

succeed in being both engaging and "real".

We would like to outline in this paper an instructional approach which

not only succeeds in establishing a context of reality for students, but one

which, furthermore, offers experience in using a research tool actually

employed by practicing organizational analysts and consultants. Specifi-

cally, we are fecommending-the'use of a "live" communication audit as a way

of providing undergraduates with a relevant organizational experience, through

which they can intergrate lheory and practice. Not only can an audit be of

considerable instructional value for students of organizational communica-

tion; but in varying forms: it can be'a useful adjunct to any course in

business communication.

BACKGROUND

The idea of communication alining is not new: Qdiorne discussed it in
2

Personnel Psychology thirty years ago. /s communication has become mar

4.
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widely accepted as a vital organizational function and a central activity of

A

managers, interest has grown for some systematic technique of assessing

organizations' "communication health." Over a period of about five years in

the early 1970s, the International Communication AssocieAon committed sub-

vi

-stantial resources to the developments f a basic. communication audit

3 ,
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approach. Since then, others have suggested alternate perspectives and
7 4. 4

procedures to achievethi same end.

11

However they have been .conceived and structured, all forms of the commu-s

nication Audit constitute an attempt to examine in detail'the communication

processes in an organiiation: The ICA version, which has been the most

thoroughly ,tested and one of the most widely used in organizational consult-
.

ing, is a multi-method inquiry that examines the communication'philosophy,

polidies, and practices of an organization. Its primary uses are to monitor

and evaluate an organization's communication activities, to identify communi-

cation breakdowns and blockages, and to provide information about the Coimu-

nication system t4t can be used as a basis for. organizational development.

In addition to showing how communication works in an organization, the audit

can also provide a relatively useful picture of the organization's overall

communication climate.

For those unfamiliar with the practices and instruments involved in

communication auditing the discussion which follows, briefly describes the

plan developed under the auspices of the International Communication Associa-
5

tion. The ICA communication audit was designed as a standardized system of

five instruments. The central measurement tool is A questionnaire (see

Appendix A) consisting o demographic items and a set of questions organized

arounkre areas! 1) t e amount of information about central organizational

, r
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issues received from others, 2) the amount of information about various

matters sent to others, 3) the amount of information received through partic-

ular communication channels, 4) the amount of information received from

particular sources', 5) the amount of follow-up action resulting from informa-

tion sent, 8) the amount of feedback received from certain individuals, 7)

the quality of information (with respect to,timeliness and accuracy) received

from part4lar sources, 8) the nature of certain communication relationships

(with respect to trust, encouragement of different opinions, and influence in

decision making), and 9) the extent of patisfactiOn with various organiza-

tional outcomes (pay. 'opportunity, goal achievement, and,the like).

The questionnaire is supplemented by interviews, network alialysis,

descriptions of critical, communication incidenti, and' communication diaries.

,The interviews are typically. conducted one-on-one with the goalof corrlera-

ting and clarifying information obtained thfough other' means; however, they

also can.be a way of disoovering,,Eommunication concerns not picked up by

other instruments (see Appendix B for sample interview protocol). Network,

analysis is carried out by surveying members to determine frequencypf con--

tact with other members. These data are then computer analyzed to yield a

representation of the organization's functional communication system in terms

of who is isolated from others, who finks groups, etc. Written descriptions

of critical communication incidents ate are elicitedfrola members as illus-

trations of typically successful or unsuccessful instances of communication.

These Ipisodes enrich the other data and help to show concretely,what kind of

communication is occurring and why communication in certain units or circum-

stances is seen as good or bad. Communication diaries are records of speci-

fic communication activities (e:g., telephone calls, memos, meetings) kept byl.

3
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participants over a one week period. These, too, indloati actual cbmmunica-

tion behavior.
0

The communication audit need nqtr, of course, make use of these five
4

particular instruments, and certainly for class use instructors need to

select and adapt methods to meet their needs. ife will consider the question, 0

,of what instruments to use 1%ter in this paper. Let Us for now,'however,
4 4

make two general observations about the communication aiilleas a teaching

tool. First, the auddt affords students, a/highly structured research experl-
,

ence. For undeigraduates, who may have no prior experience with anything but

library research, this is ,especially helpful. They-are not left to their, own

devices to design a research project o' to conluct research in vague terms.

ISecond, owing to its packaged character, the audit is generally appealing to

organizations. It is relatively concrete and seems more easily understood

and more readily accepted than just "doing field research." These 'features

enhance the value of the audit as a pedagogical instrument. The remainder of

this paper will discuss more specifically the audlit's application in teach-

3

COURSE DESIGN

To introduce undergraduate students to the basic concepts and theorizes

in the field of organizational commtpication..a course was designed which '

focused on the application of these concepts and theories to "real life"

communication problems in organizations. Our belief was that if students

actually
h
ad to confront live communication procdhses and try to explain

them', identify probleRs, and suggest remedies, they woulf; better understand
Sit

and more truly learn the subject matter of the bourse and be better prepared

4 C
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to work in organizations. whatever their academic majors 'or planned occupa-
.

Alone, 1,1o.,tparticularly if they were headed toward management; public
. , . .

...

i \,.
relitions, or other "communication- intensive" positions.

There were six primary objectives of the course:

.1. To increase students' understanding of how organizations operate.
7

2. To increase students' awareness and ynowledgetof communication as it

'to

occurs in organizations.

3. To develop students' competencies in identifying and analyzing

communication problems in organizations.

4. To deimlop students skills and understanding related to solving

communication problems in- organizations.

5. To contribute significantly to students' career preparation.

6. To, develop students' practical research-skills.

The course was set up to use three teaching methods:

1. Lecture/discussion.

2. Case studies/role plays/group exercises.

3. Communication audit.

The first half of the semester was devc d to exploring organizational

and communication concepts and theories using p combination Of lecture/

discussion and case studies /role plays/group exercises. 'Part of our aim in

using role plays and group exercises was to get students accustomed to group

work in preparation for the rather intensive collaboration that would be

req4ired of them later is, the course when they became audit research teams.

About halfway through the semester the audit was introduced and explained,

and theiOndents were trained in the research methods necessary to perform

5 7
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the audit-- Is instance, the adminietration and analysis of question-
_

naires.dfi interviews. 'Having identified lOpal organizat "'ling to be,

audited earlier ing the course, research teams of about tx mentiers each

were then formed and each group cabarked on its own audit, a project that

would occupy about the last six weeks of the semester. The class zontinued

to meet as usual during the period when ,audits were being conducted, excein

, that one of our three weekly meetings was.given over entirely to audit

research team meetings and our discussions in other sessions were concerned

largely with the problems students were encountering and the discoveries

there were making. Throughout the semester, readings were assigned from

textbooks and supplemental sources. Students' mastery of organizational

communication concepts was tested with three hourly examinations.,

RESULTS

To assess the outcomes of the teaching method used in the course. we

conducted two types of evaluation. The first was an informal, impressionis-

tic assessment of student's gains from the course based on comments made by

students during the audit phase of the their apparent enthusiasm

for and commitment to the work, and on the quality, of the audit groups' final

written reports. Our biases in faVor of our own' teaching notwithstanding,

these informal measures were encouraging. Students' anonyalous open-ended

responses in evaluating the audit experience were extremely positive; noting

many of. the dimensions of the experience we had hoped would be most salient

such as its sense of "realness." rigor, and involvement.. As for the audit

reports, they were accurlite and thorough and comparable in content, form, and

style to similar reports we have seen prepared by graduate students and
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professional consultants. The second form of evaluation was a brief ques-

tionnaire administered to all students in the course on the last day of

class. Responding anonymously to a set of five point scales (1 .0 lowest

possible rating, 5 = highest possible rating), students rated each of the

three Main instructional methods--lecture/discussion, case studies/role

plays/group exercises, communication audit--as to its value or effectiveness

in accomplishing the objectives of the course. The questionnaire, along with

mean responies for each item, is presented in Table I. The 31 completed

HquestionnaireS were subjected to multiple t-tests (two-tailed) comparing the

Insert Table 1 Here

effectiveness or value of the communication audit with the effectiveness or

value of each of the other instructional methods in achieving each of the

main goals of the course. Findings are summarized below.

1. To what extent did each of the teaching methods increase your under-
yr

tanding of how organizations operate? The communication audit was

rated as increasiv such undeicstanding to a significantly greater

extent than either lecture/didcussion (t = 5.44, df = 29, p < .001)

or case studies/role plays/group exercises (t = 9.13, df - 29, p <

.001).

2. To what extent did each of the teaching methods increase your aware-

ness and knowledge of Communicatfon as it °coin's in organizations?

The communication audit was rated as increasing such knowledge to a

significantly greater extent than either lecture /discussion it =
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3.29, df 29, p < .005) or case stuaies/roleplays/group exercises

(t = 6.90, df = 29, p < .001). .

3. To what ex ant you fed Leg have become. more,comoetent in identi-

ld*and analyzing communication mblems in,uggailitiol as a
0

result of gaal /mu& method? The communication audit was rated
0

as increasing such competency to a significantly greater extent than

either- lecture/discussion (t = 5.11, df = 30, p < .001) iof case

studies/role plays/ group exercises (t = 9.32, df = 30, p < .001). j

4, How lialgthlrwas each of the /mum methods in developing ylgE
.

slsilla and understanding related to MAXIM Fe#1 2roblems in on

national communication?' The commuAlca ion audit was rated as signt-

ficantly more valuable than either lectute/discussion (t = 5.38, df

=.30, p < .001) 9r case studies/role plays /group (t =
O.

9.99, df = 30, p < .001).

S. TO what extent w-s,each type:bf course experience worthwhile in

terms of your queer prepartion? The communication audit was rated

as significantly more worthwhile than either lecture/discussion (t =

3.50. df = 30, p < ,001) or case studies /role plays/group exercises

(t'= 5.52, df = 30, p < .001).

In addition to asking students to rate the effectiveness or value of

each instructional method, the questionnaire attempted to assess the degree

to which the activities related to the communication audit helped to develop

students' practical research skills. These findings are reported in Table

Insert Table II Here ,

8
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DiscpssioN RESULTS ,

From these resulti, the communication Audit appears to have been, from

the students'Altai4point, an appeLling and effective instructional tool. It

contributed significantly more to students' achievement of the overall course

objectives than any other teaching method, particularly those objectives

related to developing skills and competencies in identifying, analyzing, and

solving communication problems. It is quite clear, too, that sending

students into places of business and other organizational settings to ask

9g3stions P.d observe helped.students improve basic research skills

understand fundamental concepts far better than they would have had they been

confined to classroom discussion and exercises.

Besides accomplishing the specific objectives of the course, we believer'

the audit activities can produce beneficial "side effects" in a number of

*
ways. First, conducting the audit demaAds that students plan and coordinate

their efforts, make some important decisions as a group, and behave in a

professional manner. They are, after all, responsible fol maintaining a

consultant-client relationship with an organization. Second, the audit acti-

vities not only provide experience in research techniques and data analysis

but also put into students' hands information that is very much alive and in

which people other than themselves have a considerable stake. Good judgment

is as, important as communication knowledge. Finally, each student audit

group must prepare a professional quality written'report of its activitiep

and findings, which not only completes the class project but is presented to

the cllept organization. Each audit group, furthermore, has the option to

follol up the written report with an oral "debriefing" session )or its client

organization. These experiences make wonderful resume material and might,

9
11
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for a rare student, even lead directly to an internship or employment with a

client organization. f,

Another hoped-for outcome of using'ihe-complunication audit as a teaching

method is what we,mightcall "radiating effects." Since students must carry,

out their studies in real local organizations, the audit can be a way,for the

collfte or university to serve the local business community, a "contact .

point" that benefits both parties. Careful preparation, of students before.

they take on the audit and close monitoring of their progress can ensure that

a respOnsible study is carried out one that can tell the working manager

important things abeut his or her organization. The final report which, is

delivered to the organization should, among other things, greatly help the

organization to identify communication problems and take steps toward their.

//
resolution: Bebause communication auditing has considerable appeal for busi-

nesses and other organizations; lord of'students' good work will very likely

move rapidly through the community, increasing the visibility of the sponsor-

ing departmeht,and enhancing support for its programs. One small but impor-

tant payoff might simply be requests for 'more audits, but other kinds of

cooperative arrangements are also likely to result.

USING THE COMMUNICATION AUDIT

It seems important to note some of,the issues that instructors need to

consider before making the communication audit a part 'of their courses.

These .matters include identifying organizations to audit -- whether to be done

by students or by- instructor; grouping students and matching them with client

organizations whether through self selection, random assignment, or some

combination; establishing and maintaining a working relationship with the

N

1.0
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client ozganizationd--whether the instructor should intervene and how such;

determining what research methods to use--questionnaire, interview, critical

incident, diary, participant observation; and scheduling--where to place the

audit in the course and how such time to spend doing it.

We would like to consider each of these concerns in turn. Thit first

issues -- identifying organizations to audit, forging student,audit'groupsa

satqfting them with client organizations, and establishing and maintaining

working relationships with client organizations--we will discuss briefly

itogether. We have tried different approa es for making these initial

arrangements and believe that any instructdught to choose the methods that

sees most sensible and workable consi4eri,,7 thd'opganizations available on

campus ...ad in the community and the ser students with whoa one is work-

. )

ro).. ing. We 'dcently have had very good lu,k with students identifying organize-

lions to audit. We asked them to give us the name of an organization which

they believe might cooperate with our class, usually because either they are

or have been members or they know someone who is a member. From a list of a

dozen or do student suggestions' it is probabp possible to draw four to six

appropriate, willing organizations. For an organization to b riate"

we look for 20-40 members and at least two levels of authority or. es ns4-

bility. Once a sufficient number of suitable organizations are identified,

student groups can be formed and matched to organizations by whatever means

are acceptable to the students and will satisfy the instructor!s interest in

having cooperative, responsible research teams. We have managed this quite

smoothly by asking students to give us, in rank order, their first three

choices of organizations to audit; then we group students on the basis of

11 13
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their ranked preferences. As for establishing' and maintaining the client-

consultant relationship, we like to make a follow up call to the organization

after a student has been given its approval to conduct the audit. From that

/
point on, however, we leave the rel,tionship in the hands of the student

audit groups. Before they make any contact.past the first inquiry as to

whether the organization might permit an audit, students are made fully aware

of what the organization's concerns are likely to be (e.g., confidentiality),

what their r sponsibilities to the organization are, and overall what kind of

behavior is expected fo them in their work with the organization. We believe

our students have demonstrated a good degree of maturity, responsibility, and

professionalism in this endeavor, and our cooperating organizations for,the

most part have concurred.

As to the matter of research methods, we are committed to the notion of

3

tripngulation and belleve.that, if the communication audit is to achieve the

two goals of providing an accurate account of communication in an organiza-

tion and of giving undergraduate students solind early training in research,

multiple methods are required. Our choices of instruments have been ques-

tionnaires and interviews because they are reasonably reliable, produce a

good data base, and are manageable in the time available during the course.

Administering the questionnaires--which are adaptations of the ICA Communica-
7 8

tion Audit Survey and Litwin and Stringer's climate questionnaire --requires

little training, so attention can be focused on training for interviewing and

for coding and analysis of the questionnaire data.

14

Other data gathering techniques are, of course, ava able and have value

in auditing organizational communication. However, we elieve they present

problems that make them ill-suited for use in the audits performed as class

1214



projects. Communication diaries are problematic in that they require more

time and effort than many subjects are willing to invest, and student

researcHers need to be trained in content analysis and the use of involved

coding schemes. Descriptions of critical communication incidents or episodes

may be solicited as part of a questionnaire, but our experience suggests that
,/

asking for just two or three makes the questionnaire unduly long, and

response rate tends to be low. Respondents either skip them entirely or

provide the first and skip the others. .Participant observation is an excel-

lent method ¶or gathering audit information but has the drawbacks of requir- .

ing enormous amounts of time in the field setting and of requiring extensive

training in observing, recording, and analyzing behavior specimens. While

all of these research methods have the potential to provide rich and useful

information, interviewing can provide much of the same information and works

better within the time constraints of the course.

In sampling subjects, our approach has been to administer the question-

naires to all members of the organization or portion thereof being audited

and;to interview enough members so that everybody on the audit team partici-
,

pites in two or three interviews. Selection of interviewees. may be done

randomly, on the basis of members' statto as "key" or especially well

Informed member, or in such a way as to capture a sense of the organization's

authority strata or member demographics.

With respect to the issue of scheduling, it is obvious that a period of

preparation is necessary before students can intelligently carry out the

audit. We believe this preparation should include not only familiarizing

studetits with'the audit itself but also buildirik a solid foundation of orga-

nization and communication theory and concepts. Forus, that has occupied

ea
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approximately the first half of a semester. It is conceivable that the audit

, could be carried out earlier in a semester and used as the base of experience

and data in which to ground underitandings about organizational communication

developed through the audit process. To asonsiperable extent, the audit

7 serves this "grounding" function even when it is conducted later in the

4 course; this is part of its beauty as an instructional tool. But approached

4

without firit having a.sound set of concepts, the audit risks being less well

focused and coherent,-afid it becomes less an exercise in helping an-organi-

zation than a self-serving fact finding mission.

Conducting the audit requires about six weeks, not including making

initial contacts and making arrangements or the delivery; distribution, and

collection of survey instruments. Client organizations ought to be encour-

aged to complete questionnaires within the fi t week. During that first

week, members of the audit research team should set up interviews which will

be conducted over the next two weeks. While interviewing kr.going on, the

40 group can be collecting lingering questionnaires and receiving training in,

coding and analysis of the survey data.

By the fourth week, assuming the data collection is nearly completed,

the audit group ought to prepare brief--perhaps three to five pages--prelimi-

nary reports describing their activities and findings to date with little

interpretation as to the meanings of what has been observed. We suggest the

following general outline for the preliminary report:

I. Context of audit--dates, times, settings for data collection.

II. Number of instruments distributed, response rates.

III. Number of interviews, how subjects were selected.

IV. Findings--mean responses for all questionnaire items, themes

running through interviews.

14 16
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The prelimlnary eeport iswittbn as,if it were a'professional progress

report for the organization. In fact, it doesnot go to the organization and .

students know this. But..4t is very valuable, we partly bect:eit is
t

,ttie'Vort of thing they might be expected to do f they ere acting as paid
\- 4

consultants but more because it serves as an inte nt at which the audit

group reviews the context of it work and the "facts" Ms produced and
%

practices reporting these things in writing. While these reports carry

relatively little grade weight in our course, we do critique them in detail,

part of our a4m being to leave the students with no dcNbts.as to the quality

expected in their final reports. t's

The final stage of the work involve interpreting the findings of the

questionnaires and interviews and developing a'final report. Because audit

groups neeeio meet quite a number of hours to settle on strengths and

weaknesses of the organizational communication system under study, to formu-
.

late recommendations for the organization, and to write and rewrite the final

report, we allow two weeks for this final phase of the audit. Even so,

groups generally feel quite pressured at this pofht. As instructors, we work

I

closely with individual ludit groups during this period, often meeting with

then outside of class time to work through this critical and difficult inter-

pretation stage.

Ofscourse, this six week time frame is fl ible, but we believe six

weeks is probably the minimum time in which an one should attempt to conduct

communication audits as part of the instructional methodology for a one

semester course. The importance of the project, to the client,

`'

rganization

and its values for both the client and the student auditors demand that it

not be rushed or cut short.
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There is no question that the communication audit is a demandtng project

for both students an(teachers. But the rewarOs re sang, and it promises to

Of
v

be one of the.best meanswe have of integratin theory and practice and of

building that valuable context of experience.
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TABLE I

Mean Responses to Survey

of Perceived Effectiveness of

Different Instructional Methods

in Achieving Course Objectives

\

1. To what extent did each of the following increase
your understanding of,how organizations operate:

Class lettures/discu sion
Case study /role play groups exercises
Communication audit

.2. To whatQextent did each of the ollowing increase
your awareness and knowledffe'o communication as
it occurs in organizations?

Class lectures/discussion 4.17

Case study/role plays/group exercises 3.50

Communication audit 4.63

3. To what extent dd'you feel you have become more
competent in identifying and analyzing communication,
problems in organizations as a result ofi

3.10\
4.60

re

Class discussions/leCtures
Case studies/role/group exercises
Communication audit

4. How va e was each of the following in developing
your skills and understanding related to solving'
real probl Ms in organizational communication?

ClassIdiscussions/lectures
Case studies/role plays/group exercises
Communication audit

5. To what extent was each of the following worthwhile
in terms career?

Class lectures/discussions
Case study/role plays/group exercises
Communication audit

*Five point scale (1 = lowest possible rating (not at all),
5 = highest possible rating (a great deal)]

4.26
3.45
4.87

4.16
3.36
4.71

3.84'
3.42'

4.52
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Research Skills:-

TABLE II,

Student Perceptions of 'Helpfulness

of Au4it Activities in Developing

Set up a research project

Practical Research Skills

t 4.13

Carry out research in organizatiops

Conduct a research interview

Analyze data

Diagnose communication problems
lk%

IkPrepare a report of findings and recommendations

Pr

4.d7

4.43

0

4.34

*Five point,scale (1- not at all helpful, 5 = extremely helpful)
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Notes

The following two articles offer excellent critiques and recommenda

tions for making instruction more engaging - Don W. Stacks and John J.

Chalfa, Jr., "TheNUndergraduate Research Team: An Applied Approach to C011itlau-

nication Education,"*Communication.Education, 30 (April 1981), 180-183, and

Denise R. Mier, "From Concepts to Practices: Student Case Study Work in

Organizational Communication," Communication Education, 31 (April 1982), 151-

154.

2

G. Odiorne, "An Application of the Communication Audit," Personnel

Psychology, 7 (1954), 235-243.

3

Gerald M. Goldhaber and Donald P. Rogers, Auditing Organizational
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Instructions

Please answer
the organisation.
We appreciate-your

APPENDIX A

COMMUNICATION AUDIT SURVEY

4

all questions since each is important for possibly Leproving
If there are any questions which did1/2ot apply to you, leave

patience with this important survey.

PLEASE NARK ONLY ONE RESPONSE TO EACH QUESTION

4
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2
1'

Receiving Inforeation.From Otheta

You can recoive information about various topics iia your orgenikstion. For each topic listed on

the following pages, mark your reapcaaa on the answer sheet that best indicates:. (1) the amount

of information you are receiving on that. topic and (2) the amount of information you need to

receive on that topic, that is, tha cmarJunt you have to hmsin order to do your job.

This is the amount
of information I
receive now

TOPIC.AREA

How well I am doing in my :lob 1.

as

104

rik
4
ii

igg'

1

rl
64
4isi
A

2

w d
01a 64

VI LI

3 4

$1
t9
iNk
g)
P.

5

Organizational policies and procedures 3. 1 2. 3 4 5

Pay and benefits 5. 1 2 3 4 5

Activities of other units/departments within the
organization 7. 1 2 3 4 5

How organizational decisions are made that affect my
job 9. 1 2 3 4 5

Promian and advancement opportunities in the
organization

.e/
11. 1 2 3 4 5

In addition to receiving information,
others. For each topic listed on the
that best indicates: (1) the amount
information you need to. send on that

Sending Information to Others

This is the amount
t information I
need to receive

c
el 1.1
4-4 d
r4 hi

*
A

-a 1.J
t.2i

P- 4a c d 0.
I. 4.1 w si0 ... 0 W 0

P b .14 U3 0 P.

2. 1 2 3 4 5 .

4. 1 2 3 4 5

6. 1 2 3 4 5

8. 1 2 4 5

10. 1 2 3 5

12. 1 2 3 4 5

there are many topics on which you can send information to
following pages, mark your response on,the answer sheet
of information you are sending and (2) the amount of
topic in order to do your job.

This is the amount
of information I
mod agy

This is the amount
of information I
need to send

TOPIC AREA

-4 4.
4.a
4.1
R-1 14
r-I 41

g
C.,

co )4.www.ww
w er.4 IQv) WW

Pb c.) >

SI
.1
.5.)
L

eJ
1.A a

4.4
ed

4.
eti
67

C.,

Ii

Reporting what I, am doing in my job 13. 1 2 3 4 5 14. 1 2 3 4 5

Requesting information necessary to do my job 15. `1. 2 3 4 5 16. 1 2 3 4 5

Evaluating the performance of my immediate supervisor 17. 1 2 3 4 5 18. 1 2 3 4 5

Sending information to others in the organization about
what my unit/department does 19. 3 go. 5 20. 1 2 3 4 5

a
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1

Channels of Communication

3

The following questions'list asvarietYof channel through which information is transmitteddlto
employees., Please park your response on the answer sheet which best indicates: (1) the amount
of information you are receiving through that channel and (2) the amount of information you need
to receive through that channel.

CHANNEL 1 ..
A

Face-to-face contact between two people 21. 1 2

Face-to-face contact among mde than two people 2.3. 1 2

.Telephony 25. 1 2

. /

Written (memos, letters) 27. 1 2

Bulletin Boards /
/

29. 1 2
4..,,

Internal Publications (newsletter, magazine) 31. 1 2

;i1E

>
Sources of Information I.

.
.

71"'
You not only receive various kinds of information, but can receive such information from various Q.
sources within thi organization. For each source listed below, mark your response on the answer 1E3
sheet that best indicates: (1) the amount of information you are receiving from that source and
(2) the amount of information you need to receive from that source in order to do your .;ob. 1~0

CI)
LL.I

CID
This is the amount This is the-amount
of information I of information I
receive now need to receive

t This is the amount This is the amount
o! information I of information I
receive now ,need to receive .

.0. 6
.4 4.e1J 4,)- ... w a. vl it 0.4
1444 al CD A II /11-

/-4 /4. .-4 1.1
i.I 4.1 11/ Al P's

r46 el ilj 2 r:
k II V4 g ri 1 I

4P) 71 a GIPI I al D. 4 COD 142 DP

.

,3 4 5 22, 1-.2 3 4 5

3 4 5 24. 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 26. 1 2. 3 4 5

3 4 5 28. 1 2 3 4 5

LLJ
3 4 5 30. 1 2 3 4 5 .....-1

OM
3 4 5 32. 1 2 3 4 5 "5

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

4)
..I
J
Pa

,-.
14
V

DP

e
.-4
ar
4.1

4.1

Subordinates (if applicable) ,33. 1 2

Co-workers in my own unit/department 35. 1 2

Immediate supervisor (if applicable) 37. 1 2

Unit/department meetings 39. 1 2

Mid-Management 41. 1 2

Top Management 43. 1 2

The "grapevine" 45. 1'2

25

4i0 fI 0
4 4., 4
4 u 4

c.3 -1 al CD

al >. real al VI ,..ell es P
El CU I-I WW0WW

...40WW W n406145.1
VD C.) D. 4-1 an 0>

3 4 5 34. 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 36. 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 38. 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 40. 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 42. 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 44. 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5 46. 1 2 3 4 5



4

Follow -up on Information Sent

4

Indicate the amount of action or follow -up that is and needs to be taken no information yousend
to the '[oll owing

4

r,

6
This is the amount This is the adbunt
of follow-up now , of follow -up needed

a 94 494

41 . 0
.... i 44

.9.0 14

...1 0.4 4.4

I. IJ ILI 14
II3 .9-1 14 61

al% 61 P9

9.91 ' 0 0,

II
P
4.1
as

9.9-1 14

I% .
la
SI

PP

.44
4.
49/
.941

9.91 Of

a
111

140

4.8:
1940
14
6/>

.

TOPIC AREA

.Subordinates (if applicable) 47. 1 2 .3 4 5 48. 1 2 3. 4 5

Co-workers within your unit/department 49. 1 2 3 4 5 50. 1 2 3 ,4 5

Immediate supervisor (if applicable) 51. 1 2 3 4 5 52. 1 2 11 4 5

A

Mid-Management 53. 1 2 3 4 5 54. 1 2 3 4 5

.Top Management 15. 1 2 3 4 5 56. 1 2

Feedback .Received From Key Sources

Indicate the extent to which you currently receive and need to receive suggestions, recommendations,
and/or advicefrom key sources regarding ybur performance and activities in the organization.

This is the amount
of feedback I
receive now

w

This is the amount,
of feedback I
need to receive

I
Subordinates (if applicable)

Co-workers within your unit/department

Immediate supervisor (if applicable)

Mid-Management
...vr9

Top Management

57.

59.

61.

63.

65.

4
-1

14

D4

1

1

1

1

1

SI
9-1
4.J
44

e
vi
a

2

2

2

2

2

6/
8
00

3

3

3

3

3

03
01

c14o

4

4

4

4

4

k
1.2

>9
la
Si
>

5

5

5

5

5

58.

60.

62.

64.

66.
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

to
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Timeliness

,Quality of Information Received from Key Sources

5

Indicate the extent to which information from the following sources is usually timely (you

get information when you need it--not too early, not too late).

W
.-4
aa
W
4.4
1. 3

W
II>

Vri
"W
440

Subordinates (if applicable) 4
1

67. 1 2

Co-workers.wichin your unit/department, 68. 1 2

Immediate supervisor (if applicable) 69. 1 2

Mid-Management 70. 1 2

Top-Management 71. 1 2

"Grapevine" 72. 1 2

Accuracy

IS \W

ll

8 : ).'il

14

4.1
LI

0 Id V
413 0 >
3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

Indicate the extent to which information from the following sources if usually accurate

(you get information chat is correct an," sufficiently detailed).

VI l
4.1
al
..4
o.1 V

p-4 4.;

C
sr
i.4

C.,

1.4 4JOVN
V VI 0 1.4 VP .7 tll t., >

Subordinates (if applicable) 73. 1 2 3 4 5

Co-workers within your unit/department 74. 1 2 3 4 5

Immediate supervisor (if applicable) 75. 1 2 3 4 5

Mid - Management 76. 1 2 3 4 5

Top-Management 77. 1 2 3 4 5

"Grapevine" 78. 1 2 3 4 5

27
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6

Communication Relationships

A variety of communicative relationships exists in organizations like your own. Employees,

exchange messages regularly with management, subordinates, co-workers, etc. Considering your

relationships with others in the organization please mark your response on the answer sheet
which best describes the relationship in question.

To What extent do you trustiftirat.

Subordinates (if applicable)

Co- workers within your unit/department

Immediate supervisor (if applicable)

Mid-Management

Top - Management

79.

To what extent are differences of opinions encouraged by:

rGI-I
4.,

4.,

.r1

..1

4
I0

U3

a.;
4
ai

1.1

CP

4.+

4
W
la

CP

)% 1
$. .

II>
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

0,1
4.1

.r1
1.3

5
U3

Co-workers within your unit/department 84. 1 2 3

Immediate supervisor (if applicable) 85. 1 2 3

Mid-Management 86. 1 2 3

Top-Management 87. 1 2 3

To what extent do you have influence in decisions made bv:

0

2 Id
W>

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

sI
1/

E
r4 0 k

v C.)

Co-workers within your unit/department 88. 1 2 3 4 5

Immediate supervisor (if applicable) 89. 1 2 3 4 5

Mid-Management 90. 1 2 3 4 5

Top-Management 91. 1 2 3 4 5
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Institutional Outcomes

One of the most important "outcomes" of working in an organization is the satisfaction one

receives or fails to receive through working there. Such "satistaction" can relate to the job,

one's co-workers, supervisor, or the organization as a whole. Please mark your response on the

answer sheet which best indicates the extent to which you are satisfied with:

Outcome:

41)

ri.401..41
.4

a
vi

e
k

"2

My job 92. 1 2 3 4 5

MY P&P
93. 1 2 3 4 5

My progress in the or4anization up to this point in time 94. 1 2 3 4 5

My chances for getting ahead in this organization ' 95. 1 2 3 4 5

My opportunity tg "make a differ,nce," to contribute to

the overall success of the organization 96. 1 2 3 4 5

The organization's system for recognizing and rewarding

outstanding performance 97. 1 2 3 4 5

The organization's concern for its members' welfare 98. 1 2 3 4 5

The organization's overall communicative efforts 99. 1 2 3 4 5

Working in the organization 100. 1 2 3 4 5

The organization as compared to other such organizations 101. 1 2 3 4 5

The organizations overall efficiency of operation 102. 1 2' 3 4 5

The overall quality of the organization's programs and

services 103. 1 2 3 4 5

The organization's achievement of its goals and objectives 104. 1 2 3 4 5

Background Information

This section is for statistical purposes only and will be used to study how different groups

of people view the organization.

105. How do you receive most of your income 109. What is your position in this

from this organization? organization?

1. Salaried 1. I do not supervise anybody

2. Hourly 2. First line supervisor

3. Other 3. Mid-Management

106. What is your sex?
4. Top Management

5. Other (please specify:

1. Male
).

2. Female

107 Do you work:

1. Full-time 3. Temporary Full-time 1. No training at all
2. Part-time 4. Temporary Part-time 2. Little training

108. How long have you worked in-the organization? 3. Some training

1. Less than 1 year 4. 11 to 15 years
4. Extensive training

2. 1 to 5 years 5. More than 15 years

3. 6 to 10 years

110. How much training to improve your
communication skills have you had?
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APPENDIX

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

(The interview should be about 45-50 minutes in length. As a non -.

scheduled standardized interview it will include some of the same questions \
for each interviewee, but ties* will be followed by probes aimed at gaining
the '.rticular interviewee's perspective. In general, three central areas

need to e covered: 1) perceptions of the institution's communicatiofi sys-
tem erceptions of the organizatior's climate, and 3) individuals'
e avioral and affective responses to the organization's communication system

and climate.)

I. Please descir- your role in the organization. What kinds of informa-

II.

tion do yo eed to perform your role? Can you give an example? From
whom ere should this information come? Any other people or

aces?

What kinds of information do you now receive? From where or whom?
Mainly in what form?

III. What do you feel are the communication strengths of this organization?
Please be as specific as possible. What about the strengtks of your
unit.?

IV.
)

What do'you feel are the communication weaknesses of this organiza-
tion? Again, please be as specific as possible... How about your unit?

V. Talk to me about the formal channels through which you receive infor-
mation about the organization. What kinds of information do you
receive through formal channels? How often? Most typically from
whom? Can yougive me a couple of examples?

VI. Now talk to me about the informal channels through which you receive
information? What kinds of information? How often? From whom?

VII. What kinds of distinctions do you make between formal and informal
communication or between formal and informal communication channels?

VIII. We've asked you to talk about a lot of details. Now we'd like you to
think in amore general way about this organization. Suppose a friend
of yours were consideringcoming to work heres. (S)He's read the job
description and has been given the facts that- are generally available.
As an insider, what else could you'tell him or her to give an accurate
general impression of what it's like to work here? What would you say
about the atmosphere of the place? Feel free to take some time to
think about that.

A. How would you describe relationships here?

B. How are people treated?



APPENDIX B

Interview Protocol, p. 2
IMP

C. How would you describe the decision making

D. What is it like here in terms of formality,
receptiveness to different views, etce

processes?

supportiveness,

What would'you like to see done to improve communication in the orga-
nization? Any recommendations?

a
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